Conquer32: Because it is more than a machine
When it comes to Detroit, it’s all about the hardness
of the steel, the heart behind the desire and the
hard work of the labor force. It’s about the Motor
City
putting the world on wheels, Motown putting the
soul in the sound and the Arsenal of Democracy
putting the tough behind the talk.
This is where grinder meets concrete. KutRite lives
and breathes that American-made philosophy every
single day, and out of it has come the company’s
newest creation, the Conquer 32 Active Planetary
Grinder.
It features a 20 HP 480v 24.3A 1800 RPM 3 ph WEG
Motor sitting on a 630-pound main head – 900
pounds of innovative quality coming down solidly on
the concrete!
Tool RPM is 270-1300 RPM, rotary head RPM is 1365 in a 32-inch footprint, both forward and reverse.
The operator works to within 1/8-inch of the edge.
The unique shroud design offers easy access for
tensioning and replacements (three 10-inch magnetic tool plates; one 1065L15 Mirco V-belt; two #40
chains for active planetary grinding that only spins in
opposite direction of tool plates).
Why buy the Conquer 32 Active Planetary
Grinder? Because it is more than a machine...
it’s a Detroit-born and American-made system.
It has dual front and rear adjustable independent lights, a dual USB charger, cell phone holder, Blue Tooth speaker stand, adjustable quick disconnect handle (three vertical positions –
working, mid-way and tool change; and two horizontal positions – straight back and off to the side). It works with nine or 18
tools (trap plates, 3-inch pucks, etc.) at one time.
It uses the standard trap and hook & loop plates, PCD and scrapper plates, offers gravity fed water system, standard vacuum
port and easy access mounted power inlet/outlet.
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Featuring:
Independent Front and Rear LED Lights
Active Planetary System
32” Cutting Path
2 USB ports for charging phones
Mobile phone cradle
Adjustable Quick Disconnect Handle

No matter how you kut it.

Part Number

5951-1000

Model

Conquer32 D Series

Power

20HP 460V 3PH

Tool Plate RPM

300-1300

Grinding Path

32”

Weight

905lbs

Water System

Controlled Gravity Feed
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